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Abstract

This paper extends an existing saliency-based model for path detection and tracking so that the appearance of the path being followed can be learned and used to bias the saliency computation process. The goal is to reduce ambiguities in the presence of strong distractors. In both original and extended path detectors, neural and swarm models are layered in order to attain a hybrid solution. With generalisation to other tasks in mind, these detectors are presented as instances of a generic neural-swarm layered architecture for visual saliency computation. The architecture considers a swarm-based substrate for the extraction of high-level perceptual representations, given the low-level perceptual representations extracted by a neural-based substrate. The goal of this division of labour is to ensure parallelism across the vision system while maintaining scalability and tractability. The proposed model is shown to exhibit, at 20Hz, a 98.67% success rate on a diverse data-set composed of 39 videos encompassing a total of 29,789 640 × 480 frames. An open source implementation of the model, fully encapsulated as a node of the Robotics Operating System (ROS), is available for download.
1 Introduction

This paper addresses the problem of vision-based path detection and tracking in cross-country environments. A major challenge of this domain relates to the wide variety of paths that must be covered, ranging from engineered beaten paved paths to natural hiking trails with varying shape and tread materials, which defies the devising of a simultaneously robust and computationally efficient detector. This challenge is closely related to the speed-accuracy trade-off humans solve when searching for objects in complex environments, in part by recurring to visual attention mechanisms (Wolfe et al., 2011). The same reasoning applies to object detection in computer vision systems (Elazary and Itti, 2010). Visual attention is commonly thought of being composed of a sensory-driven bottom-up pre-attentive component (Treisman and Gelade, 1980; Koch and Ullman, 1985; Itti et al., 1998; Palmer, 1999; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Hou and Zhang, 2007), which is modulated by top-down context aware pathways (Yarbus, 1967; Wolfe, 1994; Tsotsos et al., 1995; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Torralba et al., 2003; Frintrop et al., 2005; Navalpakkam and Itti, 2005; Walther and Koch, 2006; Neider and Zelinsky, 2006; Rothkopf et al., 2007; Hwang et al., 2009), as it has been shown by recent neurophysiological studies (Egner et al., 2008). The outcome is a saliency map that signals the regions of the visual field that are simultaneously conspicuous and share the general properties of the object of interest (e.g., colour).

Recently, a neural-swarm layered model of visual saliency has been proposed and validated in the context of path detection and tracking (Santana et al., 2010a, 2011, 2012). This paper extends this model so that the appearance of the path being followed can be learned and used to bias the saliency computation process in a top-down manner. This extension enhances the system’s ability to operate under the presence of strong distractors. Concretely, a 98.67% success rate on a diverse data-set was obtained at 20Hz (see Fig. 1 for typical results). These results show the ability of the model to attain accuracy and computational parsimony simultaneously.

With generalisation to other tasks in mind, both original and extended path detectors are presented as instances of a generic neural-swarm architecture for visual saliency computation.
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Figure 1: Representative results obtained with the proposed model. The red overlay corresponds to the the model’s estimate about the path location. In (a), it is possible to see the ability of the model to handle sudden changes in both path’s appearance and outline. In (b), the model’s robustness in the presence of narrow, off-centre, and shadowed paths is highlighted.
As it will be argued, the neural-based layer is suited to realise low-level feature extraction, as it demands mostly for massively parallel application of local image operators, whereas the swarm-based layer is suited for high-level feature extraction from the low-level features, as it demands complex spatio-temporal data integration. Moreover, with this division of labour, parallelism across the vision system is assured without hampering scalability and tractability.

From a cognitive systems perspective, the layered approach results in a system with high local connectivity and global sparse connectivity. These are common properties of small world networks, which are becoming widely recognised as structural in the human brain (Sporns et al., 2004; Bassett and Bullmore, 2006). In line with this coincidence, it is the growing evidence about the similarities between the self-organising properties of the brain processes and the swarm cognition exhibited by social insects (Passino et al., 2008; Couzin, 2009; Marshall and Franks, 2009; Turner, 2011). This connection is triggering the interest in the modelling of robot cognitive behaviour based on the swarm cognition metaphor (Santana and Correia, 2010, 2011; Trianni et al., 2011). By proposing a neural-swarm layered architecture, this paper contributes to bridging the gap between the newborn swarm cognition framework and well-established cognitive frameworks of neural basis.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 overviews related work in path detection models and swarm-based computer vision in general. Then, after presenting the the neural-swarm architecture in Section 3. Subsequently, in Section 4, a previous model for path following is presented as an instance of the neural-swarm architecture. Then, in Section 5, a set of extensions to this model are proposed for improved performance and robustness. Finally, Section 6 reports a thorough set of experimental results, and Section 7 draws some conclusions and relevant future work avenues.

2 Related Work

Current path detection methods rely considerably on work developed for ill-structured unpaved rural roads. The typical solution in this case is to segment the road region from its surroundings by considering the aggregate of pixels whose likelihood of belonging to the road surface is above a given threshold. This likelihood can either be learnt off-line (Chaturvedi and Malcolm, 2005; Alon et al., 2006) or on-line in a self-supervised way (Thorpe et al., 1988; Fernandez and Casals, 1997; Fernandez and Price, 2005; Song et al., 2007; Thrun et al., 2006; Tue-Cuong et al., 2008; Lookingbill et al., 2007). In general, a simplified model of the road (e.g., trapezoidal) is fit to the segmented image. Region growing is an alternative to the model fitting process for less structured roads (Ghurchian et al., 2004; Fernandez and Price, 2005; Chaturvedi and Malcolm, 2005). By enforcing a global shape constraint, the model-based approach enables the substitution of the road/non-road pixel classification process by an unsupervised clustering mechanism (Crisman and Thorpe, 1991).

These models are the basis of most work on path detection, being the case of trail detection the most demanding. An example is the use of a priori knowledge about the colour distributions of both trail and surroundings for their segmentation (Bartel et al., 2007). Robustness can be
increased if these a priori models are substituted by models learnt on-line (Grudic and Mulligan, 2006; Rasmussen and Scott, 2008b). In contrast to the road domain, the definition of the reference regions from which it is possible to supervise the learning process is not easy. With varying width and orientation, it is difficult to assure that the robot is on the trail, and from that, which regions of the input image can be used as reference. Second, the trail and its surroundings often exhibit the same height, which hampers a straightforward use of depth information to determine a trail reference patch. The use of a global shape constraint (e.g., triangular) to avoid the learning process has also been tested in the trail detection domain (Rasmussen and Scott, 2008a; Blas et al., 2008). This is done by over-segmenting the image, creating sets of segments, and then scoring them against the global shape constraint. Accurate image over-segmentation is a computationally demanding task and usually requires clear edges segmenting the object from the background. Moreover, global shape constraints limit the type of trails that can be detected.

By exploiting the visual saliency of trails and narrow paths in general, the proposed model circumvents the cost of explicitly over-segmenting the input image and the brittleness of depending on accurate appearance and shape models. Rasmussen et al. (2009) proposed the use of local appearance contrast for trail detection, which only superficially resembles the concept of visual saliency. In fact, robust visual saliency should include contrast information between trail and overall scene, besides local contrast information. This is important because it is not guaranteed that the appearance of trails and their immediate surroundings always exhibit sufficient contrast to be robustly exploited. Furthermore, that work still relies on an explicit global shape constraint.

There is already a long line of research on the use of the social insects metaphor for the design of computer vision systems (Poli and Valli, 1993; Liu et al., 1997; Ramos and Almeida, 2000; Owechko and Medasani, 2005; Antón-Canalís et al., 2006; Mobahi et al., 2006; Broggi and Cattani, 2006; Mazouzi et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Tian et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2010). The most related to ours is the work of Broggi and Cattani (2006), which detects the edges of ill-structured desert roads with a swarm-based system. However, paths in natural environments seldom are delimited from the background by strong edges, which is the reason why a region-based approach is preferred. Furthermore, operating on the appearance space directly, and not on the conspicuity space, the work of Broggi and Cattani (2006) does not exploit the observation that narrow paths are conspicuous structures in the environment. By following a region-based approach and by operating on the conspicuity space, our approach is better suited for the problem of path detection in natural environments.

In parallel with our preliminary swarm-based model for saliency computation (Santana et al., 2010a), an ACO model for edge-based saliency computation was proposed by Ma et al. (2010). Two major differences exist between the two models. First, differently from our model, the model proposed by Ma et al. is focused on edge detection, which is of little use for the problem of path detection in uneven natural terrain. Rarely these paths are surrounded by strong edges. The second major difference is magnified with the extensions proposed in this paper. Namely, while the the work of Ma et al. is purely bottom-up, our model exploits a priori and learned top-down knowledge of the object being sought to bias the bottom-up saliency computation process. Without this ability, which is widely recognised as key for visual attention
deployment, appearance and shape information cannot be used to discriminate the object being sought from distractors scattered in the environment.

3 Neural-Swarm Architecture

This section proposes a neural-swarm architecture for visual saliency computation. Rather than static structures, like neurons, agents composing a swarm are better viewed as active information particles that flow and change in the system (Santana and Correia, 2011). Hence, using agents, the design focus is on the process and not so much on its supporting substrate. These information particles are sensorimotor coordinated units and, thus, capable of exploiting the recognised benefits of active perception (Ballard, 1991), such as actively selecting and shaping their sensory input to increase pose invariance, signal-to-noise ratio, and discriminative power (Beer, 2003). Furthermore, agents’ activity is a function of all the local context sensed by them along their trajectories. Hence, the agent design allows an active and, thus, parsimonious, spatio-temporal anisotropic integration of local contexts. To attain such a complexity, a neural-based counterpart would require highly dense and intricate connectivity. The outcome would be a system with low modularity and, consequently, of limited scalability. Conversely, when information processing requires highly dense isotropic local connectivity, then the modularity offered by a neural-based design is adequate.

In the context of computer vision systems, the above considerations result in the following conclusions. The neural-based paradigm is better suited to realise low-level feature extraction (e.g., conspicuity information) as this demands mostly for massively parallel application of local image operators. Conversely, the swarm-based paradigm is well suited to realise high-level feature extraction (e.g., shape information) from the low-level features, as this demands mostly complex spatio-temporal integration of local perceptual information. As a result, we propose that these complementary properties of both computational paradigms are better exploited when layered.

Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed architecture in the context of visual saliency computation. In this case, we propose the existence of several environment-swarm tuples, one per visual feature (e.g., colour or intensity). The goal of having several pathways is to focus the processing elements on a reduced perceptual space. By allowing lateral connectivity between pathways, cross-feature influences are maintained in the system, which is important to cope with noisy sensory input and feature-specific perceptual aliasing.

The environment on which the swarm operates is composed of two main lattices (see Fig. 2), both locally available to the virtual ants. The first lattice is a conspicuity map pin-pointing the regions of the visual field that are more likely to belong to the object being sought, given a set of low-level feature maps. The second lattice is implemented with a dynamical neural field, which is a two-dimensional (2-D) lattice of neurons with “Mexican-hat” shaped lateral coupling (Amari, 1977). This neural field serves the purpose of simulating the physical medium on which pheromone is deposited. With leaky integrator neurons, this neural network is able to emulate pheromone evaporation. With local excitatory connections and regional inhibitory
connections, this inter-neuron coupling helps in the formation of a coherent focus of attention (Rougier and Vitay, 2006). In a sense, this lateral connectivity implements isotropic spatial interactions among the pheromone deposited by the several virtual ants. In sum, it helps on the formation of coherent pheromone trails.

The virtual ants in the swarm operate according to a set of stochastic perception-action rules embodying a priori knowledge of the expected object’s shape. Each of these perception-action rules has the purpose of inducing the virtual ants to produce trajectories that approximate the object’s skeleton, given the low-level features locally available to them and a priori knowledge of the object’s shape or appearance. These rules are detailed in Section 4.1. That is, each virtual ant moves with the purpose of grouping a set of pixels that approximates the object’s skeleton. This way, the skeleton is defined in a non-parametric way, which is key to deal with not so well behaved objects. Pheromone-based interactions are included to allow a progressive convergence of the virtual ants’ semi-exploratory behaviour.

The motion of the virtual ants reflects their history, that is, the local context sensed across their trajectories. This context encompassing both sensory input and other virtual ants activity, through the deposited pheromone, implicitly represents a highly intricate connectivity. As already mentioned, explicitly handling such a connectivity in a neural network would be cum-
Figure 3: Major structures produced within the neural-swarm path detector (Santana et al., 2010a, 2012)
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burdensome. Finally, the superposition of all neural fields results in a saliency map, whose highest activity spot corresponds to the most likely location of the object being sought.

4 A Realisation of Path Detection and Tracking

To show the practical plausibility of the architecture proposed in Section 3, this section overviews the neural-swarm model proposed by Santana et al. (2010a, 2011, 2012) as an instance of the architecture for the problem of path detection and tracking.

The model (see Fig. 3) starts by computing feature-dependent conspicuity maps, based on the well-known bio-inspired model of Itti et al. (1998). Concretely, a colour (C) conspicuity map, $C^C$, and an intensity (I) conspicuity map, $C^I$, are created based on a set of centre-surround feature maps obtained from the input image at various spatial scales (see Section 5.3 for details). These maps signal the regions of the visual field that detach more from the background on the visual feature in question, such as colour or intensity. Exhibiting high density local isotropic connectivity, they correspond to a realisation of the lower layer of the neural-swarm architecture.

The regions of the conspicuity maps with highest activity should in principle signal the presence of the path. In practise, this is a brittle assumption in the face of not so well behaved
conspicuity maps, which is the case in the presence of distractors or when the path is considerably heterogeneous. Hence, determining the location of the path is much more complex than a simple winner take all process could explain. That is, it is necessary to extract the path’s skeleton by aggregating pixels in a non-trivial spatio-temporal way. This process exhibiting global spatio-temporal complex connectivity, it corresponds to a realisation of the upper layer of the neural-swarm architecture. For this purpose, the conspicuity maps are used as sensory input for two swarms of virtual ants that collectively create a colour pheromone map, $P^C$, and an intensity pheromone map, $P^I$. These maps represent the self-organised consensus reached by the virtual ants about the best approximation to the actual path’s skeleton. To improve robustness, pheromone is accumulated across frames in a dynamical neural field $F$, which implicitly implements pheromone evaporation and spatial competition. According to the neural-swarm layered architecture, this neural field implementing high density local isotropic connectivity, it is also a realisation of the lower layer of the architecture. To decouple the dynamics of the neural field and the one of the robot, the homography matrix that describes the projective transformation between the current and the previous frames is estimated and used to motion compensate the neural field.

4.1 Pheromone Maps Creation

To build the pheromone maps at each new frame, $n$ virtual ants are sequential deployed and associated, alternatively, to the two visual features. The following overviews the execution of a given virtual ant $p_m$, associated to one of the visual features, $m \in \{I,C\}$. The other visual feature is represented by $m'$. While being iterated for $\eta$ times, $p_m$ will move on $C^m$, influenced by the pheromone present in $P^m$ (see below). While moving, this virtual ant deploys pheromone in each position visited in $P^m$ with a magnitude $\Phi(p_m, h_{\text{ref}})$, and a small portion of it, $\upsilon$, in $P^{m'}$:

$$\Phi(p_m, h_{\text{ref}}) = \epsilon + \beta \cdot p(T|V_{p_m}, h_{\text{ref}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\beta$ is a weighting factor, $\epsilon$ is a pheromone level baseline, both empirically defined, and $p(T|V_{p_m}, h_{\text{ref}})$ is the probability of the virtual ant’s path, $V_{p_m}$, to belong to the path $(T)$, given a learned online appearance model $h_{\text{ref}}$. Rather than having virtual ants to deploy a constant level of pheromone along their paths, this approach compels virtual ants deploying higher doses of pheromone on regions of the visual field whose appearance is more similar to the one of the path.

The probability $p(T|V_{p_m}, h_{\text{ref}})$ is approximated by the average probability of pixels, visited by the virtual ant, belonging to the path. These pixels are represented by the set $V_{p_m}$, and their individual probabilities are obtained directly from the normalized histogram $h_{\text{ref}}$ learned online (see Section 5.4), according to a technique known as histogram back-projection.

The chances of creating a virtual ant $p_m$ on a given location of the visual input is defined as a function of the levels of conspicuity and pheromone at that location. As a consequence, virtual ants are progressively and probabilistically deployed where there are more chances of
Figure 4: Virtual ant’s sensory and action spaces. Space is discretised in pixels and only the ones that the ant is able to perceive are represented. Regions surrounding current virtual ant’s position, $o_{pm}$, are segmented into a set of receptive fields, $R_1 = \{1, 6, 11\}, R_2 = \{2, 7\}, R_3 = \{3, 8\}, R_4 = \{4, 9\}, R_5 = \{5, 10, 12\}$, whose composing pixels are numbered as in the figure. If a given action $a \in A$ is selected, then the next virtual ant’s position will be the closest pixel to the virtual ant, represented by the pixels in bold.

being a path, under the assumptions that: (1) paths tend to be conspicuous; (2) the path has been successfully detected in the previous frame (represented by the feedback provided by the delayed neural field state); and (3) that the pheromone accumulated by virtual ants deployed in the current frame builds-up mostly around the actual path’s location. Nevertheless, virtual ants are compelled to start their execution from the bottom of the visual input.

The virtual ant is controlled by a set of behaviours that exploit a priori top-down knowledge about paths’ overall structure, such as the fact that they converge towards a vanishing point. Before specifying its behaviours, it is necessary to specify its sensory and action spaces. To reduce both sensitivity to noise and computational cost, the sensory input is defined by five coarse receptive fields disposed around the virtual ant’s current position, $R_1 \ldots R_5$ (see Fig. 4). Let us now define $C^m(R_k, o_{pm})$ and $P^m(R_k, o_{pm})$ as returning the average conspicuity and pheromone levels of the pixels constituting receptive field $R_k$, respectively. Parameter $o_{pm}$, which represents the virtual ant’s position, is used to transform the virtual ant’s centred receptive field onto the map’s frame of reference. An action $a \in A$ moves the virtual ant to one of the five neighbour pixels not behind the current virtual ant’s position. The action space is thus defined by the set $A = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}$ (see Fig. 4).

The goal of a virtual ant’s behaviour, from the set of behaviours $B$, is to distribute votes in the interval $[0, 1]$ for each possible action $a \in A$, according to a set of local perceptual cues. For instance, the assumption that paths are usually conspicuous structures in the environment is exploited with the following behavioural function:

$$f_{\text{greedy}}(p_m, a) = C^m(R_a, o_{pm}).$$

This behavioural function is maximal for the action that takes the virtual ant towards the immediate region with highest conspicuity level. That is, maximising this function over the action set leads to a greedy exploitation of the conspicuity cue to reconstruct the path’s skeleton. Other behaviours, not herein formalised for the sake of space, are responsible for driving the
virtual ants towards regions of high conspicuity under the assumption that paths are salient in the input image, regions whose average level of conspicuity is more similar to the average level of conspicuity of all the pixels visited by the virtual ant under the assumption that paths’ appearance is homogeneous, regions that maintain the virtual ant equidistant to the boundaries of the path hypothesis being pursued, and regions targeted by the motor action at the previous iteration under the assumption that paths’ orientation tend to be monotonous.

The actual action to be engaged by virtual ant $p_m$, $a_{p_m}$, is obtained with the following utility function, which incorporates behaviors’ votes, pheromone-based interactions, and random fluctuations:

$$a_{p_m} = \arg\max_{a \in A} \left( \sum_{b \in B} \alpha_b f_b(p_m, a) + P^m(R_a, o_{p_m}) + \gamma q \right),$$

(3)

where $\alpha_b$ is a user defined weight accounting for the contribution of behavior $b \in B$ and $\gamma$ is the weight accounting for stochastic behavior, being $q \in [0, 1]$ a number sampled from a uniform distribution each time the action is evaluated.

The self-organisation of virtual ants trails around the path’s skeleton is a result of the trade-off between their exploratory behaviours, their pheromone-based interactions, presence of random fluctuations at their actions, and the structure of the environment. Basically, virtual ants deployed on path regions tend to converge as a result of a successful exploitation of the local structure by the behaviour set. Conversely, random fluctuations tend to dominate when virtual ants are deployed off path and, thus, compel them to disperse. The presence of the path tends to be a global constraint which is only felt by the virtual ants deployed on it. In other words, the path operates as an attractor for the self-organising system. By making virtual ants attracted by high pheromone concentration regions, the difference between diverging and converging virtual ants is reinforced, which helps breaking symmetries. This ensures that, along time, the structure imposed by the presence of the path on the behaviours is stronger than the effects of random fluctuations.

The collective operation of the virtual ants implements a shape-based filter over the conspicuity maps, whereas the neural field implements a spatio-temporal smoothing filter. The outcome is a method that detects paths according to the expectation that they are salient and exhibit a given approximate shape. The synergistic interaction between both bottom-up and top-down pathways, or between neural-based and swarm-based connectivity, reduces the dependency on accurate path appearance and shape models without hampering computational parsimony. As a result, robustness to sudden changes in the path is higher and computation is saved.

The just described system’s basic structures and processing flow, represented in Fig. 3, denote its cascaded nature, similar to the ones found in typical computer vision pipelines. Concretely, the cascade is composed of low-level features processing, implemented by the conspicuity maps, shape-based higher-level features extraction, implemented by the swarms, and temporal filtering, implemented by the dynamic neural field. By modulating the swarms with the neural field’s state, tracking is also included in the processing flow. Therefore, this model shows the functional equivalence between the neural-swarm architecture and typical computer
vision pipelines. That is, the neural-swarm architecture is able to provide the same level of functionality as a typical computer vision solution, with the advantage of being able to deliver it on a fully parallel and self-organising way.

5 Extending Top-Down Influence

This section proposes a set of extensions to improve the accuracy and the robustness of the neural-swarm path detector described in the previous section.

Fig. 5 illustrates the model with the herein proposed extensions related to the top-down modulation of the saliency computation process. As mentioned, these help the virtual ants disambiguate in situations where the conspicuity information is insufficient by itself. In this work, shape, appearance, and contrast models are used as top-down knowledge of the path. As results will show, the joint operation of these three sources of information is sufficient to ensure safe tracking of the path.

5.1 Shape-based top-down influence

The shape-based top-down influence is, as explained in the previous section, implicitly specified in the form of behavioural rules executed by the virtual ants (Santana et al., 2010a, 2012). Hence, this knowledge is taken as innate and, thus, not affected by learning. Conversely, the appearance model (see Section 5.2) and the contrast model (see Section 5.3) are learned on-line (see Section 5.4).

5.2 Appearance-based top-down influence

As in previous work (Santana et al., 2011, 2012), the appearance model is defined by a three-dimensional normalised 8-bit $16 \times 16 \times 16$ colour histogram, $h_{\text{ref}}$ (see Section 4.1). The model is used to promote the deployment of pheromone on regions of the image whose appearance is more likely to belong to the one of the path. This paper extends the use of this model in two ways. First, the $c_1c_2c_3$ colour space is used, instead of the $HSV$ colour space. This option follows the well-known shadow and illumination invariance of the $c_1c_2c_3$ colour space in outdoor environments (Gevers and Smeulders, 1999; Song et al., 2007). Fig. 6 shows an example in which this property is evident. Fig. 7 shows that, even in the absence of shadows, the $c_1c_2c_3$ colour model is more robust for the task at hand. Second, besides helping virtual ants to know where to deploy more pheromone, the back-projection of the appearance model is also directly superposed onto the conspicuity maps. The outcome are cleaner conspicuity maps, which helps virtual ants to track the path’s skeleton in a more robust way (see Fig. 8). Although useful, the appearance model alone is unable to segment the path when its appearance suffers a sudden change, as in the situation depicted in Fig. 9.
Figure 5: Proposed model’s pipeline. The model starts by computing two conspicuity maps from the input image, one encompassing intensity information and another encompassing colour information. After the initialisation phase, these maps are biased by the top-down contrast model and fused with a probability map obtained by back-projecting an on-line learned appearance model. The resulting maps are subsequently shape-based filtered by two swarms of virtual ants, whose behavioural rules represent the top-down knowledge of the overall path’s typical shape. These swarms operate over pheromone maps, which are initialised with the neural field’s activity. Cross-modality, represented by the two-way arrow, are maintained by allowing swarms to share pheromone. Top-down appearance knowledge is used in this phase by modulating the level of pheromone deployed by the virtual ants. The output of the shape-based filter is a set of two maps that, when fused together, generate a saliency map. This latter map feeds the dynamical neural field, which performs temporal filtering. Finally, the most salient region is obtained as a mask to constrain the learning of both appearance and contrast models.
Figure 6: RGB and $c_1c_2c_3$ colour models in the presence of strong shadows.

Figure 7: Comparison between back-projections computed from RGB-based and $c_1c_2c_3$-based appearance models. (a) Input image with the system’s output overlaid, based on the RGB-based appearance model, whose back-projection is depicted in (b). (c) Input image with the system’s output overlaid, based on the $c_1c_2c_3$-based appearance model, whose back-projection is depicted in (d).

5.3 Contrast-based top-down influence

Typically, visual saliency maps are obtained by aggregating several maps of contrast visual features (Itti et al., 1998). The presence of a dark region on a bright background at a given scale is an example of a contrast visual feature. However, contrast alone is ambiguous when the environment is populated with several distractors. To reduce ambiguity, the relative importance of each contrast visual feature to the final saliency map can be made a function of a priori knowledge about the object being sought (Frintrop et al., 2005; Navalpakkam and Itti, 2005) (e.g., the object is supposedly brighter than the background). The following describes an extension to

Figure 8: Typical situation in which the superposition of the conspicuity map and the appearance model’s back-projection produces a map with a reduced number of gaps, thus facilitating the swarm operation. (a) Input image with system’s output overlaid in red. (b) Conspicuity map of (a). Appearance model’s back-projection of (a). Superposition of (b) and (c).
Figure 9: Typical situation in which the back-projection of the appearance model, depicted in (b), is insufficient to segment the path from the background. Conversely, the combination of both top-down modulated conspicuity maps, depicted in (c), is able to accurately localise the path in the input image. The failure of the appearance model owes mostly to the sudden appearance of a bridge along the path.

The conspicuity maps computation process (Santana et al., 2010a, 2012) is based on the bio-inspired model proposed by Itti et al. (1998). This method starts by computing, from the intensity channel, one dyadic Gaussian pyramid (Burt and Adelson, 1983) with eight levels. Two additional pyramids, also with eight levels, are computed to account for the Red-Green and Blue-Yellow double-opponency colour feature sub-channels. Each level corresponds to a given scale. Various scales are then used to create a set of on-off and off-on centre-surround maps per pyramid (Itti et al., 1998). These have higher intensity on those pixels whose corresponding feature differs the most from their surroundings. On-off centre-surround maps are built by across-scale point-by-point subtraction, between a level with a fine scale and a level with a coarser one. Off-on maps are computed the other way around, i.e., subtracting the coarser level from the finer one. Then, all centre-surround maps of a given kind, i.e., on-off or off-on, built from the intensity pyramid are resized to a common size, independently scaled in magnitude with the method proposed in Santana et al. (2010b), and finally averaged together to produce an aggregate intensity centre-surround feature map. Then, both on-off and off-on aggregate intensity centre-surround feature maps are scaled and averaged together to produce an intensity conspicuity map. The same process applies to create Red-Green and Blue-Yellow conspicuity maps, which are then averaged together to produce a single colour conspicuity map.

For the extended neural-swarm path detector, the contrast model is defined as a vector of six elements $\mathbf{w}$, each representing the importance weight a given aggregate centre-surround feature map has to the detection of the path. These weights are updated (description in Section 5.4) and used in each frame to override the scaling function applied by default to the aggregate centre-surround maps. Fig. 10 depicts a typical situation in which top-down contrast modulation is key for a proper path detection.
Figure 10: Typical situation where top-down contrast modulation is key for a proper path detection. (a) Input image with most likely path location overlaid, using top-down contrast modulated conspicuity maps (b). (c) Input image with most likely path location overlaid, using conspicuity maps without top-down contrast modulation (d). The specific environmental configuration results in an inversion of the conspicuity maps, attracting virtual ants to the sides of the path. By including top-down contrast knowledge, this problem is overcome.

Figure 11: Definition of input image’s mask for appearance and contrast models learning. The mask is defined with a region growing process that proceeds on the map combining both conspicuity maps. The process starts on the pixel associated to the highest neural field’s activity, represented by the green diamond in (c).

5.4 Learning contrast and appearance models

To learn both appearance and contrast models, it is necessary to specify, in each frame, the region of the input image that corresponds to the most likely location of the path. This is done by searching for the most salient region in the neural field, whose location is used as a seed for a region growing process. Region growing proceeds on a temporary map computed as the average of both colour and intensity conspicuity maps (see Fig. 11). The result is a mask that is provided to both appearance and contrast learning processes.

To update vector the contrast model $\mathbf{w}$ (see Section 5.3), a weight vector $\mathbf{w}'$ is learned from the current frame’s masked region, according to the method proposed by Frintrop et al. (2005). Basically, the method sets higher weights to maps that positively correlate with the most likely location of the object. This way, maps are promoted according to their relevance to the object. To cope with noisy data, the adaptation of $\mathbf{w}$ is formulated as

$$\mathbf{w}(t) = (1 - \beta) \mathbf{w}(t - 1) + \beta \mathbf{w}'(t),$$

where $\beta$ is the learning rate. This equation implements a temporal smoothing filter, which is im-
Figure 12: Momentary path mis-tracking as a result of a faulty motion compensation. (a) Input image with most likely path location overlaid in red. (b) Map combining both conspicuity maps. The diamond corresponds to the location associated to the neural field’s highest activity. (c) Learning mask obtained by a region growing process, whose seed is represented by the diamond in (b). (d) Neural field. The second row shows the neural field being erroneously projected off path, which causes a mis-localisation of the seed and, as a result, of the mask for the contrast model update. The inertia of the model attenuates the effect of this erroneous update, which allows the swarm to rapidly converge back to the path.

Important to avoid learning the background in cases of faulty neural field’s motion compensation. One of these situations is depicted in Fig. 12. The figure also shows the ability of the system to rapidly recover, i.e., to adjust the neural field. A similar smoothing filter is used to update the normalised histogram $h_{ref}$ (see Section 5.2) from the histogram of the current frame’s masked region (Santana et al., 2010a, 2012).

To avoid using the appearance and contrast models while these are not statistically relevant, an initialisation phase is considered. During this phase the system operates only under shape-based top-down influence. In the current implementation, this phase lasts for 50 frames, which is empirically shown to be sufficient for the system to converge. Fig. 13 illustrates the benefit of using top-down modulation to enforce the pop-out of the path region, even in the presence of strong distractors.
Figure 13: System’s snapshot on a typical situation. Due to the environment’s specific configuration, the bottom-up conspicuity maps are unable to unambiguously signal the presence of the path. By modulating the conspicuity process with the contrast model learned so far, path-background discrimination improves considerably. It is also possible to see that the back-projection of the histogram used as appearance model provides a discriminatory map that helps the swarms in performing the shape-based filtering. The good quality of the appearance model reflects the good correlation between the most salient region of previous frames and the actual location of the path. The image on the left of the neural field corresponds to its overlay on the input image.
Table 1: Average computation times. The timing reported for the neural field update also includes motion estimation and neural field’s corresponding transformation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>Conspicuity maps computation</th>
<th>Swarms execution</th>
<th>Neural field update</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Experiments

To study the impact of the proposed extensions to the neural-swarm path tracker, a comprehensive data-set of 39 colour videos, encompassing a total of 29,789 frames with $640 \times 480$ resolution, was used. A sub-set of 28 of these videos were recorded with a hand-handled camera at an approximate height of 1.5m and carried at an approximate speed of 1ms$^{-1}$. The remaining 11 videos were acquired from bike-mounted cameras moving at various speeds. In opposition to the first sub-set, the second one was downloaded from YouTube, meaning that, the videos were acquired from cameras with different sensors and field of views. Furthermore, the data-set includes both natural and engineered paths in a wide variety of backgrounds. Hence, to be successful, the proposed method needs to be able to perform in a wide range of camera-environment configurations.

The path is considered correctly detected if the biggest blob of neural field activity (above 85% of its maximum) is fully localised within the path’s boundaries and roughly aligned with its orientation. Such an output should be sufficient for visual servoing a robot at moderate speeds along the path. Complementarily, the whole neural field’s activity can be taken as an approximation of the path/background segmentation. Such representation may be useful for detailed motion planning. Although a quantitative analysis is not provided, the obtained qualitative results support this possibility.

The proposed model was implemented as single-core C++ code and tested on a Pentium(R) Core2 Duo 2.53 with 4 Gb of RAM, running a 64-bit Linux Ubuntu 10.10 (Maverick Meerkat). OpenCV 2.31 (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008) was used for low-level computer vision routines. An open source implementation of the model, fully encapsulated as a node of the Robotics Operating System (ROS)2 (Quigley et al., 2009), is available for download from the authors website (Santana, 2011). The model’s free parameters presented in Section 4.1 were set as in (Santana et al., 2012). As reported in Table 1, with this configuration, the model performs at 20Hz. At this processing rate, the model shows to be computationally efficient and, thus, sufficient for smooth path following.

Table 2 presents the detection rate for each video, averaged over five independent runs. Multiple runs are required only for the sake of the statistical analysis of the model, and not

---

1OpenCV: http://opencv.willowgarage.com
2ROS: http://www.ros.org
for on-line execution. The table shows that the proposed extensions improve the model in all videos, resulting on an overall success rate of 98.67%. The 5% improvement is significant given the difficulty of improving a system already performing near the optimal. Fig. 14 illustrates the model’s output in key frames of the tested data-set. Note the ability of the model to handle interrupted paths, path intersections, and paths whose orientation does not change monotonically. These good results owe considerably to the option of not trying to fit parametric path models to the data; instead, the system produces in a bottom-up way non-parametric path hypotheses, which are progressively refined by means of self-organising behaviour. The videos with the results overlaid are available for download from the authors website (Santana, 2011).
Figure 14: Representative frames of the tested data-set with most likely path location overlaid in red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video ID</th>
<th>Nr of Frames</th>
<th>Original model’s detection rate (%)</th>
<th>Extended model’s detection rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1083</td>
<td>91.51 ± 0.00</td>
<td>89.33 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>1649</td>
<td>95.17 ± 0.08</td>
<td>92.15 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>57.09 ± 0.08</td>
<td>97.33 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>95.41 ± 0.10</td>
<td>97.42 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>2515</td>
<td>89.69 ± 0.06</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>85.78 ± 0.15</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>95.34 ± 0.06</td>
<td>96.91 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>2696</td>
<td>94.24 ± 0.03</td>
<td>100.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>29,789</td>
<td>93.67 ± 0.10</td>
<td>98.67 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison between the original (Santana et al., 2010a, 2012) and the extended path detectors, over 39 videos. Results per video (mean ± standard deviation) refer to the average of 5 runs. The results in the last row refer to the aggregate detection rate (mean ± standard deviation), computed as the average of the detection rates obtained over all videos.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has been tested against a data set with paths simultaneously as narrow, unstructured, and discontinuous as the ones herein considered. It is worth noting that in 28 of the 39 videos, the proposed model shows 100% success rate across the 5 five runs. Videos 5, 27, 36, and 39 are accounted as long runs, above 4 minutes length, and are composed of more than 2500 frames. Along these videos, the paths are often interrupted, highly unstructured, and of variable width. Moreover, the terrain surrounding the pay is heterogeneous and highly populated with strong distractors, such as trees and bushes.
The 100% success rate of the model in these videos (except for video 27, which has 99.47%) clearly shows its robustness in demanding situations.

7 Conclusions

Envisioning robust and efficient robot vision systems, this paper proposes a neural-swarm layered architecture for visual saliency computation. The architecture encompasses a swarm-based substrate for the extraction of high-level perceptual representations, given the low-level perceptual representations extracted by a neural-based substrate. This task allocation follows the rationale that neural networks exhibit a granularity level adequate for dense, local, and isotropic spatio-temporal processing, whereas swarms are more adequate for sparse, global, and anisotropic spatio-temporal processing. That is, swarms are interesting to integrate the local contexts described by the low-level perceptual representations. The outcome is a scalable parallel architecture that relies on self-organising principles to promote robustness and computational parsimony, both key assets of any autonomous robot.

The bottom-up nature of swarms plus their ability to handle dynamic environments - via pheromone propagated in time through a dynamic neural field - allows the extraction and tracking of high-level representations without having to rely on parametric models. This property, which still needs further formalisation, is particularly advantageous when the environment does not afford simplified, i.e., tractable, parametric models.

A previously published vision-based path detector was presented as an instance of the neural-swarm layered architecture. Furthermore, a set of extensions to the detector were proposed. Using a neural-swarm approach, this detector exploits the fact that paths are conspicuous structures in the environment by considering visual saliency as the primary visual feature for their detection. With an overall success rate of 98.67%, at 20Hz, it becomes clear that the neural-swarm layered architecture suits well the purpose of supporting the development of robust and efficient vision systems. This success rate is 5% higher than with the previous version of the model. The overall improvements can be credited to the addition of on-line learned contrast and appearance models for top-down modulation of the saliency computation process. This promotes the path’s saliency in the presence of strong distractors.

Although the model is logically parallel, its current implementation is sequential. As future work, we expect to produce an implementation that is deployable in parallel hardware. For improved robustness, we expect in the near future to include 3-D perceptual data into the model. Finally, we expect to validate the model on a closed-loop scenario, i.e., on an autonomous robot.
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